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Abstract

This manuscript presents the analysis of data from multiple ground- and space-based sensors in the North American region

before, during, and after the 12 Oct. 2021 geomagnetic storm. The data show the formation and equatorward propagation of a

density trough, which manifested within bottom-side and top-side electron density data as well as within maps of total electron

content (TEC). During the recovery phase on the 13th, the equatorward edge of the trough settled at around 30° latitude and

exhibited a steep density gradient. By the 14th, this sharp boundary had disappeared. Near this edge on the 13th, small-scale

irregularities formed. The impact of these was observed within Global Positioning System (GPS) data as elevated rate of TEC

index (ROTI) and presented as strong 35 MHz scintillations of cosmic radio sources as well as spread-F within ionograms from

multiple digisonde systems. GPS and 35-MHz data demonstrated that the irregularity region was narrowly confined ([?]5deg

wide) near the trough edge. The 35-MHz scintillation data also showed that the irregularities were moving relatively slowly

at ˜7 m s-1, likely toward the southeast. Density and velocity measurements demonstrate that the conditions near the trough

boundary we highly favorable for the gradient drift instability (GDI) with the one-dimensional growth rate estimated to be ˜0.01

s-1. Since these conditions persisted for many hours, this growth rate was more than sufficient for the GDI to be considered

the primary driver of irregularity formation in this case.
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Key Points:5

• A multitude of ground- and space-based sensors were used to study a storm-induced6

trough, its evolution, and its impact over North America.7

• Irregularities at the equatorward edge of the trough impacted radio frequency sys-8

tems from a few MHz to 1.5 GHz.9

• Space-based in situ and remote sensing data point to the gradient drift instabil-10

ity as the most likely driver of irregularity formation.11
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Abstract12

This manuscript presents the analysis of data from multiple ground- and space-based sen-13

sors in the North American region before, during, and after the 12 Oct. 2021 geomag-14

netic storm. The data show the formation and equatorward propagation of a density trough,15

which manifested within bottom-side and top-side electron density data as well as within16

maps of total electron content (TEC). During the recovery phase on the 13th, the equa-17

torward edge of the trough settled at around 30◦ latitude and exhibited a steep density18

gradient. By the 14th, this sharp boundary had disappeared. Near this edge on the 13th,19

small-scale irregularities formed. The impact of these was observed within Global Po-20

sitioning System (GPS) data as elevated rate of TEC index (ROTI) and presented as21

strong 35 MHz scintillations of cosmic radio sources as well as spread-F within ionograms22

from multiple digisonde systems. GPS and 35-MHz data demonstrated that the irreg-23

ularity region was narrowly confined (.5◦ wide) near the trough edge. The 35-MHz scin-24

tillation data also showed that the irregularities were moving relatively slowly at ∼7 m25

s−1, likely toward the southeast. Density and velocity measurements demonstrate that26

the conditions near the trough boundary we highly favorable for the gradient drift in-27

stability (GDI) with the one-dimensional growth rate estimated to be ∼0.01 s−1. Since28

these conditions persisted for many hours, this growth rate was more than sufficient for29

the GDI to be considered the primary driver of irregularity formation in this case.30

Plain Language Summary31

Earth’s ionosphere, the ionized portion of the upper atmosphere, is a dynamic environ-32

ment, often beset with irregularities and disturbances that interfere with radio frequency33

signals that travel through it. In this regard, mid-latitudes are usually quite tame rel-34

ative to the equatorial and polar regions. However, when significant geomagnetic dis-35

turbances, or “storms,” occur, this normally placid region can become anything but. This36

paper presents the results of a study that examines the impact of a storm over North37

America, using several space- and ground-based sensors. Of particular interest is the for-38

mation of a density trough that moves toward the equator after the onset of the storm.39

Multiple sensors show evidence of this trough and still others show a preponderance of40

small-scale irregularities (on the order of 100 meters to a few kilometers) near its south-41

ern boundary. A holistic analysis indicates that these irregularities are consistent with42

a turbulent cascade moving relatively slowly, likely toward the south or southeast. Con-43

ditions near the trough were observed to be conducive with the so-called gradient drift44

instability. This is known to be a primary driver of irregularity formation within other45

settings, and appears to be the culprit in this case as well.46

1 Introduction47

At mid-latitudes, Earth’s ionosphere is generally a quiet and uneventful environ-48

ment when compared to the more active and dynamic settings of the equatorial and arc-49

tic/auroral regions. There are, of course, exceptions to this general statement, especially50

under geomagnetic storm conditions. These events erode the plasmasphere and initiate51

plume formation, leading to storm enhanced densities (SEDs) at mid-latitudes with tell-52

tale morphologies (Foster et al., 2002). This is related to a strong sub-auroral polariza-53

tion stream (SAPS), which also leads to the formation of a density trough. This trough54

results from an increase in the recombination rate in the F-region due to an enhance-55

ment in ion-neutral heating related to the strong SAPS electric field (Schunk et al., 1976).56

Generally, during geomagnetically active periods, such density troughs have been57

observed to move equatorward and to have a relatively sharp boundary on the equato-58

rial edge (Krankowski et al., 2009; Shinbori et al., 2018). The combination of these two59

factors implies that near this edge, the conditions could be ripe for the formation of ir-60

regularities that are unusually strong for mid-latitudes via, e.g., the gradient drift insta-61
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bility (GDI; Linson and Workman (1970)). Indeed, isolated incidences of intense microwave-62

frequency scintillations have been observed with specialized Global Positioning System63

(GPS) ground-based sensors at mid-latitudes near an equatorward-propagating trough64

following geomagnetic activity (Ledvina et al., 2002; Rodrigues et al., 2021).65

This manuscript adds to this growing body of work with similar analysis of data66

collected around the geomagnetic storm that occurred on 12 Oct. 2021. In this case, a67

unique new instrument, the Deployable Low-band Ionosphere and Transient Experiment68

(DLITE; Helmboldt et al. (2021)), was used to measure scintillations at a much lower69

frequency, 35 MHz, from New Mexico and Maryland. These measurements combined with70

GPS and digisonde data as well as spacecraft observations support the conclusion that71

a turbulent cascade was triggered by the GDI at the edge of the trough associated with72

this storm. This resulted in relatively intense irregularity activity impacting radio fre-73

quency systems from frequencies of a few MHz to 1.5 GHz. The data and analysis are74

described below in Sec. 2 with conclusions discussed in more detail in Sec. 3.75

2 Data and Analysis76

2.1 The Storm and Mid-latitude Features77

The storm that occurred on 12 Oct. 2021 was initiated by a coronal mass ejection,78

which impacted just before 02 UT. The impact actually initiated a double storm with79

minima in the Dst index at around 06 and 14 UT. These are evident in the upper panel80

of Fig. 1, which shows the Dst time series from 11 Oct. (day of the year, DOY= 284)81

through the end of 14 Oct. To illustrate the impact on mid-latitude electron density, ver-82

tical total electron content (TEC) maps were obtained at five-minute cadence from the83

Madrigal database. A keogram at a fixed longitude of −100◦ is shown in Fig. 1 with the84

colormap set to highlight the nighttime ionosphere when the trough is more prevalent/obvious.85

As the Dst index plummets, a narrow trough appears and moves continuously equator-86

ward during the night of 12 Oct. (DOY= 285). When the lower boundary moves be-87

low ∼40◦ latitude, the trough broadens significantly. During the recovery phase on the88

night of 13 Oct. (DOY= 286), the lower trough boundary has settled at ∼30◦ latitude89

and is quite sharp. By the night of 14 Oct., this clear edge has eroded substantially. Within90

the keogram, times of 03 and 06 UT are highlighted with green dashed lines and will be91

explored in more detail below.92

To search for evidence of GPS scintillations/irregularities, publicly available data93

from over 2,000 GPS receivers in the continental United States (CONUS) were obtain94

in receiver independent exchange (RINEX) format and processed to look for rapid vari-95

ations in TEC. These data were predominantly recorded at a cadence of 30 s. Conse-96

quently, they were used to compute the rate of TEC index (ROTI) by computing the97

difference in TEC between samples separated by 30 s for each satellite/receiver pair. Us-98

ing pierce point locations at an altitude of 300 km and an elevation limit of >30◦ to avoid99

multi-path effects, the measurements of ROTI2 were averaged within 0.5◦ × 0.5◦ × 1100

min. bins in latitude/longitude/UT. To make a keogram similar to the one created for101

vertical TEC, these were further averaged to a cadence of 5 min. and between longitudes102

of −105◦ and −95◦. The square root of the result is shown as a ROTI keogram in Fig.103

1. From this, one can see elevated ROTI at the boundary of the trough during the nights104

of 12 and 13 Oct.105

To demonstrate the impact of the trough and its equatorward movement between106

12 and 13 Oct. on electron density and not just TEC, we also show time series of the foF2107

parameter obtained from nine digisonde systems from throughout North America in the108

bottom panel of Fig. 1, color-coded by latitude. One can see that the lowest latitudes109

are not affected by the trough as they are too far south. The highest latitudes (up to110

∼45◦), however, show noticeably lower densities, especially during the night of 13 Oct.111
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Figure 1. Plots showing the 12 Oct. 2021 storm and its ionospheric impacts. Upper: Dst

index time series from 11-14 Oct. Middle: Keograms for vertical TEC and ROTI at a longitude

of −100◦; times of 03 and 06 UT that will be highlighted in subsequent figures are indicated with

vertical dashed green lines. Bottom: Time series of foF2 from nine North American digisonde

systems, color coded by latitude.
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Figure 2. Upper row: For 11–14 Oct. 2021, maps of vertical TEC at 03 UT with locations of

digisonde systems indicated with white points. Middle row: Maps of ROTI (one-hour bin) with

digisonde locations and DLITE pierce points toward Cyg A and Cas A highlighted. Bottom row:

Ionograms (O-mode only) from three example digisondes. The colormaps used correspond to the

colors of the circles used to indicate the digisondes’ locations in the middle row of panels.

At this time, multiple digisondes had foF2 at the minimum frequency used (∼2 MHz),112

implying the ionosphere all but disappeared to those radars.113

Fig. 2–3 show maps of vertical TEC and ROTI at example times of 03 and 06 UT114

on each date between 11 and 14 Oct. 2021. In this case, the measurements of ROTI2 were115

left at a resolution of 0.5◦ × 0.5◦ in latitude/longitude but were averaged within ±30116

minutes of the central time (i.e., 03 or 06 UT). The maps show the square root of the117

results. Within each panel, the locations of the North American digisonde systems with118

available data are shown with white points.119

On the ROTI maps, three example digisondes are highlighted in color: Alpena, Michi-120

gan (blue); Eglin Air Force Base, Florida (green); and Ramey Air Force Base, Puerto121

Rico (red). Ionograms (O-mode only) from these three systems are shown below the ROTI122

maps for each date/time. With the exception of some interference issues, the Ramey iono-123

grams show reasonably well defined, typical-looking traces. The Alpena ionogram shows124

some evidence of broadening at both 03 and 06 UT on 12 Oct. when the enhanced ROTI125

region was nearby and essentially disappears on the 13th, recovering somewhat on the126

14th. The Eglin ionograms appear relatively normal except on the 13th when there is a127

substantial amount of spread-F at both 03 and 06 UT and a significant decrease in den-128

sity at 06 UT. These incidences of spread-F occurred when the lower trough boundary129

moved over the region. Similar behavior was observed within the data for the digisonde130

in Austin, Texas, which was also at the trough edge on 13 Oct.131

Within the ROTI maps in Fig. 2–3, yellow points indicate 300 km altitude pierce132

points associated with the DLITE systems operating in New Mexico (at 34.07◦N, 107.63◦W)133

and Maryland (at 38.56◦N, 77.06◦W). Each DLITE system is an array of four inverted134

vee dipole antennas designed for the Long Wavelength Array (Hicks et al., 2012). These135
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Figure 3. The same as Fig. 2, but for 06 UT.

antennas are separated from one another by ∼200–450 m and used together as an in-136

terferometric telescope. They observe the entire sky in a 30–40 MHz band, using time137

and frequency difference of arrival (TDOA and FDOA, respectively) methods to resolve138

individual cosmic radio sources from one another. There are six such sources that are139

bright enough to be observed with a DLITE system from the Northern Hemisphere, 2–140

4 of which are visible at the same time. The brightest two of these by far are Cygnus141

A (Cyg A) and Cassiopeia A (Cas A), which are observable together for several hours142

per day are are consistently the best objects to use for scintillation studies at 35 MHz.143

The pierce points shown in Fig. 2–3 are for these two sources.144

As detailed by Helmboldt et al. (2021), the level of 35 MHz scintillations can be145

measured with each pair of antennas, or “baseline,” by using ∼1 hour of data to make146

a TDOA, FDOA image of the sky. With this amount of data, sources are well resolved147

from one another and easily identifiable given the known antenna locations. Scintilla-148

tions cause a plateau-like artifact to form in the FDOA direction only, associated with149

the scintillating source. The magnitude of this plateau relative to the peak observed in-150

tensity provides a means to measure the S4 index. Such measurements can also be con-151

verted to the CkL irregularity index, which is independent of frequency and observing152

geometry and is proportional to the integrated electron density variance within the ir-153

regularity region. The methods used to do this are described in detail by Helmboldt et154

al. (2021) and show good agreement with similar irregularity measurements made with155

a nearby dynasonde radar system (Helmboldt & Zabotin, 2022).156

Fig. 4 shows images of the peak intensity as a function of time and either TDOA157

or FDOA for the longest baseline of the New Mexico system, DLITE-NM, and the sys-158

tem near Pomonkey, Maryland, DLITE-POM, which are from TDOA, FDOA images gen-159

erated at a ∼20 min. cadence. For DLITE-NM, this is a ∼420-m east/west baseline, and160

for DLITE-POM, the baseline is ∼350-m north/south. One can see that prior to 13 Oct.161

(DOY= 286), the DLITE-POM data were quite noisy, which was due to interference from162

a faulty utility pole at the site (bad insulators). The array was shut down temporarily163
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Figure 4. Peak intensity as a function of time and (upper) TDOA and (lower) FDOA for the

longest baselines of DLITE-NM and DLITE-POM for 11–14 Oct. 2021.
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Figure 5. Using 1-s data from the longest baseline of DLITE-NM, the intensity as a function

of delay and fringe rate at (left) 02:54 and (right) 05:08 UT on 13 Oct. 2021. The locations of

Cyg A and Cas A are indicated with white circles. The white parabolas are the expected pat-

terns for stationary irregularities that appear to move eastward at Vlos due to the westward mo-

tion of the line of sight. The magenta curves are the prediction if an extra 7 m s−1 of eastward

drift is included.

on the 12th to implement mitigation strategies, which as one can see, greatly improved164

the data quality.165

Individual sources are readily differentiated in TDOA at all times within the DLITE-166

NM data and from the 13th onward within the DLITE-POM data. This is mostly true167

along the FDOA axis as well. There is, however, a period from ∼00–12 UT on the 13th168

where significant artifacts within the DLITE-NM data make source differentiation dif-169

ficult. They are still easily resolved in the TDOA direction, which is the telltale sign of170

scintillations (i.e., if this were from interference, both would be affected such as the 11–171

12 Oct. DLITE-POM data). The FDOA versus time images also show evidence of less172

severe but significant scintillations observed by both systems at ∼03–09 UT on the 14th.173

As the ROTI images show in Fig. 2–3, the DLITE-NM pierce point locations di-174

rectly overlapped with the elevated ROTI region at the edge of the trough on the 13th175

when the extreme 35 MHz scintillations were observed. In contrast, the DLITE-POM176

pierce points were located just to the north of this region and show no such evidence of177

elevated scintillations. This indicates that the relative narrowness of the elevated ROTI178

region is likely also true for the area afflicted with 35-MHz scintillations. Whether or not179

the spread-F region is similarly narrow is difficult to assess since the digisondes within180

the trough had virtually no usable signal, and the only system south of the trough edge181

was &10◦ from it in Puerto Rico.182

Given the relatively extreme nature of the scintillations observed by DLITE-NM183

on the 13th, there is additional information about the irregularities that can be gleaned184

from a more detailed examination of the shape of the FDOA artifact. As illustrated by185

Fallows et al. (2014) with similar data collected with part of the Low Frequency Array186
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(LOFAR) telescope in the arctic region, strong scintillations will cause parabolic arti-187

facts in the TDOA versus FDAO plane. The shapes of these depend on the projection188

of the observed irregularity velocity perpendicular to the line of sight, which includes the189

westward motion of the line of sight itself (i.e., even stationary irregularities will appear190

to move eastward). The DLITE TDOA, FDOA images are nominally made with data191

that have sampling intervals of 1 min., which is not high enough to facilitate such anal-192

ysis since the parabolic shape typically only manifests for |FDOA| & 0.05 Hz, i.e., well193

above the 1-min. Nyquist limit of 0.0083 Hz. The array, however, outputs correlated data,194

called “visibilities,” with a coherent integration time of 1 s, which are averaged to 1 min.195

after flagging for narrow-band and/or short duration instances of interference.196

To explore the data further, the 1-s visibilities were reprocessed to produce TDOA,197

FDOA images every ∼5 min. This is too short to resolve Cyg A and Cas A in FDOA,198

but during the extreme scintillations observed on 13 Oct., they were well resolved in TDOA199

from the point of view of the longest DLITE-NM baseline. Two example image at around200

03 and 05 UT that exhibit evidence of parabolic structures associated with both sources201

are shown in Fig. 5. The parabolas are patchy and lopsided, which is entirely consistent202

with what was observed with LOFAR by Fallows et al. (2014). The white curves show203

the expected parabolas if the irregularities are stationary and appear to move eastward204

because of the westward motion of the line of sight at Vlos. Only one half of each parabola205

is plotted to prevent the plot from being overly crowded. Vlos was calculated for an ir-206

regularity height of 300 km, which for Cyg A was 17 and 21 m s−1 at 03 and 05 UT, re-207

spectively. For Cas A, the values were 13 and 12 m s−1. The white curves provide a rea-208

sonably good fit to Cyg A at both times. For Cas A, however, an extra 7 m s−1 of east-209

ward motion is needed to reproduce what was observed, which is represented by magenta210

curves in Fig. 5. This could technically be the result of the assumed irregularity height211

of 300 km being too small. However, it would have to be increased to 475 km to fully212

account for the disparity, which is likely too high for the bulk of the irregularities.213

The differences in observed irregularity speed between the Cyg A and Cas A lines214

of sight are more likely to be the result of their different positions on the sky. At both215

times shown in Fig. 5, Cyg A was in the western part of the sky at azimuths (clockwise216

from north) of about −60◦; Cas A was in the north/northeast with azimuths ∼0◦–30◦.217

Both sources were at elevations of ∼60◦. Thus, if the irregularities were drifting east-218

ward at ∼7 m s−1, this would have less of an impact on the Cyg A observations, being219

closer to parallel to its line of sight. To be a bit more specific, the dot products of the220

horizontal components of the line of sight unit vectors for the two sources are near zero221

(−0.001 and 0.1 at 03 and 05 UT, respectively). This implies that a plausible scenario222

is one in which the irregularities were drifting at ∼7 m s−1 to the southeast at a bear-223

ing of ∼120◦ (i.e., anti-parallel to the Cyg A line of sight).224

2.2 The View from Space225

To obtain further insight into the nature of the 12–13 Oct. mid-latitude trough and226

the irregularities associated with it, data from the Swarm and Ionospheric Connection227

Explorer (ICON) satellites were analyzed. The Swarm constellation made multiple night-228

time passes over the North American region during 11–14 Oct. 2021 timeframe. The left229

columns of Fig. 6 show the electron density measured by each Swarm satellite’s Lang-230

muir probe as a function of latitude during one nighttime pass per day within this pe-231

riod. The median longitude and universal time for each pass is printed above the cor-232

responding panel. These measurements were made in the topside at altitudes of ∼450–233

500 km.234

These plots show a similar pattern as suggested by the TEC and bottom-side data235

shown in Fig. 1. Specifically, a trough appears just below 50◦ latitude on the 12th and236

moves equatorward on the 13th where it has a very sharp boundary near 30◦ latitude,237
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Figure 6. Left column: From 11–14 Oct. 2021, electron densities measured with the SWARM

satellites at altitudes of ∼450–500 km during nighttime passes over North America. Right col-

umn: The spatial derivative along the path of the satellite of lnNe (i.e., the reciprocal of the

density gradient scale length) for each pass shown in the corresponding panel on the left.
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which all but disappears by the 14th. The spatial derivative of lnNe along each satel-238

lite’s poleward path is shown in the panels on the right, which is the reciprocal of the239

density scale length in that direction. One can see that this reaches a minimum near the240

southern boundary of the trough on the 13th with a value of ∼0.05–0.1 km−1 in the equa-241

torward direction, or a scale length of ∼10–20 km.242

To specifically examine structures on smaller scales, a portion of the Swarm Ne was243

examined close to the steep drop-off near the trough boundary on the 13th. This is shown244

in the upper panel of Fig. 7, which shows Ne as a function of latitude again for the three245

Swarm satellites, but zoomed in near the edge of the trough. A Fourier transform was246

performed for each satellite in the region 32◦–34.5◦ latitude, which is highlighted in color247

in the upper panel of Fig. 7. The resulting power spectra are plotted in the lower panel248

and are reasonably well fit by nearly a single power law over ∼1.5 decades in spatial fre-249

quency/wavelength. The black curve shows the case for a Kolmogorov-like turbulent spec-250

trum with an outer scale of 200 km, which matches the spectra quite well.251

As suggested in Sec. 1, the extreme density gradient near the edge of the trough252

suggests that a mechanism such as the GDI could be driving irregularity formation. For253

this to be the case, the ion velocity relative to that of the neutral gas must be in the di-254

rection of the density gradient, which is predominantly southward in this case. Math-255

ematically, this can be expressed in the form of an approximate one-dimensional GDI256

growth rate γ0 = VL/L, where VL is the projection of the ion velocity relative to the257

neutral velocity in the direction of the Ne gradient and L is the Ne scale length in that258

direction (Sojka et al., 1998). Thus, the growth rate is large if L is small and/or VL is259

large. The Swarm Langmuir probe data imply that on the 13th, L ' 10–20 km, which260

is relatively small.261

In this case, the quantity VL can be large due to high southward ion drifts and/or262

strong northward neutral winds. To explore these possibilities, data from the ICON satel-263

lite’s Ion Velocity Meter (IVM) and Michelson Interferometer for Global High-resolution264

Thermospheric Imaging (MIGHTI) were obtained. During the night of the 13th, the clos-265

est IVM F-region ion drift measurements to North America were near 25◦N, 150◦W at266

an altitude of ∼580 km. These showed drifts of ∼30 m s−1 toward the southwest (bear-267

ing of around −165◦), which is not particularly large but is in the right direction for the268

GDI. The DLITE data presented in Sec. 2.1 implied drifts over New Mexico of ∼7 m s−1
269

and likely toward the southeast, which are also in the right approximate direction but270

even smaller.271

In contrast to the regional ion drifts, the F-region neutral winds measured by MIGHTI272

were relatively large, ∼100-200 m s−1, and northward. This is shown in Fig. 8 where wind273

vectors from nighttime passes of ICON over the region are plotted for an altitude of 301274

km (red arrows) with ROTI maps computed using the entire approximate nighttime in-275

terval of 00–12 UT for 11-14 Oct. 2021. One can see that the winds point almost directly276

perpendicular to the elevated ROTI regions at the trough edge on 12 and 13 Oct. and277

in the opposite direction of the Ne gradient (i.e., roughly northward). This puts VL at278

around 150 m s−1, which, when combined with the Swarm data, implies γ0 ≈ 0.01 s−1
279

or a time scale of ∼100 s.280

The Ne power spectrum shown in Fig. 7 is consistent with the spectrum of a tur-281

bulent cascade that could be driven by the GDI. With a unique combination of GPS and282

DLITE data, we can test how well this turbulent approximation explains the irregular-283

ities observed by these sensors. As described by Helmboldt et al. (2021), DLITE scin-284

tillation measurements are converted to measurements of the CkL index assuming a Kol-285

mogov spectrum. This is essentially an extrapolation from the 35-MHz Fresnel scale that286

dominates DLITE-observed scintillations to a scale of 1 km at which CkL acts as a nor-287

malization factor for the full fluctuation spectrum. At a distance of a few hundred km,288

this Fresnel scale is ∼2 km, and so this is not a particularly extreme extrapolation.289
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Figure 7. Upper: The electron density time series from the SWARM satellites on 13 Oct.

2021 shown in the left panels of Fig. 6, but with the region of the steep density gradient high-

lighted. Lower: The fluctuation spectra of the highlighted regions in the upper panel. The black

curve is a fit of a power law with a Kolmogorov-like slope and an outer scale of 200 km.
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Figure 8. Neutral winds (red vectors) at a height of 301 km from the MIGHTI instrument

onboard the ICON satellite from 11–14 Oct. 2021 with maps of ROTI averaged over the full

00–12 UT range.
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Figure 9. For 12–14 Oct. 2021, a time series of ROTI2 averaged within the region 34◦< Lat.<

37◦ and −110◦ < Lon. < −105◦ at a resolution of one minute (black curve) meant to overlap

with the region covered by the DLITE-NM pierce points toward Cyg A and Cas A. A median

noise floor value of 4 × 10−4 TECU2 min.−2 has been subtracted. Values for CkL derived from

the DLITE-NM data are plotted in red and blue for Cyg A and Cas A, respectively, which follow

the ordinate on the right. The two ordinates match for the median estimated conversion factor

between ROTI2 in units of TECU2 min.−2 and CkL of 5.4 × 1034. The maximum CkL for Cyg A,

which is outside the plot window, is 1 × 1034.

In contrast, ROTI is sensitive to the integrated impact of the entire irregularity spec-290

trum up to the largest scales measurable with the data. As Carrano et al. (2019) showed,291

ROTI can be converted to CkL and vice versa but again, a power law spectrum was as-292

sumed. An examination of the geometry of the CONUS GPS observations used to make293

the ROTI maps combined with the conversion given by Carrano et al. (2019) and an as-294

sumed Kolmogorov-like spectral index gives a median conversion factor from from ROTI2295

in units of TECU2 min.−2 to CkL of 5.4×1034. In Fig. 9, a time series of ROTI2 at one-296

minute resolution within the region between 34◦ and 37◦ latitude and −110◦ and −105◦297

longitude is plotted. This region was chosen to encompass the area traversed by the pierce298

points of the lines of sight from DLITE-NM toward Cyg A and Cas A for elevations >20◦.299

A median noise floor of 4×10−4 TECU2 min.−2 was subtracted to approximately cor-300

rect for noise biasing.301

For comparison, time series of CkL calculated with DLITE-NM scintillation data302

for Cyg A (red) and Cas A (blue) are also plotted and follow a separate ordinate to the303

right. The two ordinates are scaled such that the curves will match for the median con-304

version factor given above. Values of CkL for a third source, Virgo A (Vir A), are also305

plotted (in purple) to provide 24 hours of coverage per day. While Vir A is several times306

fainter than Cyg A or Cas A, it is still bright enough to typically exhibit scintillations307

significantly above the system noise (Helmboldt et al., 2021), and it is visible at times308

when the other two are not. One can see that while there is not a one-to-one correspon-309

dence between ROTI2 and DLITE-derived CkL, elevated ROTI often coincides with larger310

CkL values, especially during the active periods on 13 and 14 Oct.311

Additionally, there are significant differences between the values for Cyg A and Cas312

A, which typically differ by a factor of ∼2 (Helmboldt et al., 2021), but are as much as313

100 times different in this case (the maximum CkL for Cyg A was 1×1034 and is out-314
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side the plot window of Fig. 9). This indicates a relatively patchy distribution of irreg-315

ularities that likely drives down ROTI2, which is averaged over a significant area. This316

patchiness also likely contributes to the temporal variability of ROTI2, which shows mul-317

tiple peaks on 13 Oct. that are spaced by ∼1 hour from one another. Based on DLITE318

and IVM data, the irregularities were drifting at ∼7–30 m s−1, implying that the 1-hour319

quasi-periodic ROTI structure could be from patches spaced by ∼25–110 km. The some-320

times substantial differences between Cyg A and Cas A are consistent with this given321

that their pierce points were separated by ∼220 km.322

3 Conclusions323

The combination of ground- and space-based data presented here paint a relatively324

clear picture of irregularity formation along the edge of a storm-induced mid-latitude trough325

over North America in Oct. 2021. The trough begins to appear at high latitudes on the326

11th as the Dst index begins to decrease. At the onset of the storm on the 12th when Dst327

reaches a minimum, the trough begins to move equatorward and the impact of irregu-328

larities at the edge of the trough become apparent within GPS data as increased ROTI.329

By the 13th, the edge of the trough had become very sharply defined and descended down330

to ∼30◦ latitude. There, irregularities within a relatively narrow strip (∼5◦ wide) along331

the boundary caused inflated ROTI, strong 35 MHz scintillations observed from New Mex-332

ico, and spread-F within the ionograms from multiple digisonde stations. While the elec-333

tron density and TEC remained relatively depleted on the 14th, the sharp equatorward334

edge and its associated irregularities were gone by this time.335

Spaced-based measurements of F-region Ne and neutral winds revealed that near336

the trough edge, conditions for the GDI were optimal with an e-folding growth time of337

about 100 s. The power spectrum of Ne fluctuations near the boundary region was con-338

sistent with a turbulent cascade with an outer scale of about 200 km. Comparisons of339

ROTI measurements near New Mexico with CkL values derived from 35 MHz scintil-340

lations were also roughly consistent with the assumption of a Kolmogorov-like spectrum,341

albeit with a relatively patchy spatial distribution of irregularities. The detailed struc-342

ture of scintillation-induced artifacts within 35 MHz images of cosmic radio sources from343

New Mexico on the 13th also revealed that the irregularities were moving relatively slowly,344

∼7 m s−1, likely in the southeast direction. During this time, the trough edge remained345

relatively stable for several hours, and it appears the irregularities that formed there did346

not stray far over that time.347

While limited conclusions can be drawn from a single case study, these result can348

provide motivation for follow-up investigations of the role the GDI plays in irregularity349

formation near mid-latitude troughs. This hypothesis is highly testable as one would only350

expect irregularities to form near a well-defined edge if the neutral winds and/or ion drifts351

were strong and pointed in the optimal direction(s). This is particularly relevant to fore-352

casting of strong mid-latitude irregularities that are much smaller than the typical grid353

size of global or even regional ionospheric models. If the GDI is a primary driver and354

if such models can accurately predict trough formation and evolution, then the GDI growth355

rate can be calculated from simulated data and an irregularity probability may be es-356

timated. For instance, Huba and Liu (2020) used a combination of space-based data and357

high-resolution simulations to show that the in the equatorial region, the generalized Rayleigh-358

Taylor instability growth rate was a good indicator of the likelihood of plasma bubble359

formation. However, achieving something similar with trough-driven irregularities at mid-360

latitudes would require a foundation of empirical data to quantify the likelihood of ir-361

regularity formation for a given GDI growth rate. Hence, such follow-up statistical stud-362

ies may be of great interest.363

Independent of any future follow-on work, this study stands as a unique look into364

a relatively well-known phenomenon. By combining several different remote sensing and365
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in situ measurements surrounding the 12 Oct. 2021 geomagnetic storm, the mid-latitude366

trough was shown to be an effective engine for the formation of irregularities that wreak367

havoc on radio frequency systems from frequencies of a few MHz to 1.5 GHz.368
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Irregularities observed at the edge of a mid-latitude1

ionospheric trough following a geomagnetic storm2

J. F. Helmboldt13

1US Naval Research Laboratory, 4555 Overlook Ave. SW, Washington, DC 20375, USA.4

Key Points:5

• A multitude of ground- and space-based sensors were used to study a storm-induced6

trough, its evolution, and its impact over North America.7

• Irregularities at the equatorward edge of the trough impacted radio frequency sys-8

tems from a few MHz to 1.5 GHz.9

• Space-based in situ and remote sensing data point to the gradient drift instabil-10

ity as the most likely driver of irregularity formation.11
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Abstract12

This manuscript presents the analysis of data from multiple ground- and space-based sen-13

sors in the North American region before, during, and after the 12 Oct. 2021 geomag-14

netic storm. The data show the formation and equatorward propagation of a density trough,15

which manifested within bottom-side and top-side electron density data as well as within16

maps of total electron content (TEC). During the recovery phase on the 13th, the equa-17

torward edge of the trough settled at around 30◦ latitude and exhibited a steep density18

gradient. By the 14th, this sharp boundary had disappeared. Near this edge on the 13th,19

small-scale irregularities formed. The impact of these was observed within Global Po-20

sitioning System (GPS) data as elevated rate of TEC index (ROTI) and presented as21

strong 35 MHz scintillations of cosmic radio sources as well as spread-F within ionograms22

from multiple digisonde systems. GPS and 35-MHz data demonstrated that the irreg-23

ularity region was narrowly confined (.5◦ wide) near the trough edge. The 35-MHz scin-24

tillation data also showed that the irregularities were moving relatively slowly at ∼7 m25

s−1, likely toward the southeast. Density and velocity measurements demonstrate that26

the conditions near the trough boundary we highly favorable for the gradient drift in-27

stability (GDI) with the one-dimensional growth rate estimated to be ∼0.01 s−1. Since28

these conditions persisted for many hours, this growth rate was more than sufficient for29

the GDI to be considered the primary driver of irregularity formation in this case.30

Plain Language Summary31

Earth’s ionosphere, the ionized portion of the upper atmosphere, is a dynamic environ-32

ment, often beset with irregularities and disturbances that interfere with radio frequency33

signals that travel through it. In this regard, mid-latitudes are usually quite tame rel-34

ative to the equatorial and polar regions. However, when significant geomagnetic dis-35

turbances, or “storms,” occur, this normally placid region can become anything but. This36

paper presents the results of a study that examines the impact of a storm over North37

America, using several space- and ground-based sensors. Of particular interest is the for-38

mation of a density trough that moves toward the equator after the onset of the storm.39

Multiple sensors show evidence of this trough and still others show a preponderance of40

small-scale irregularities (on the order of 100 meters to a few kilometers) near its south-41

ern boundary. A holistic analysis indicates that these irregularities are consistent with42

a turbulent cascade moving relatively slowly, likely toward the south or southeast. Con-43

ditions near the trough were observed to be conducive with the so-called gradient drift44

instability. This is known to be a primary driver of irregularity formation within other45

settings, and appears to be the culprit in this case as well.46

1 Introduction47

At mid-latitudes, Earth’s ionosphere is generally a quiet and uneventful environ-48

ment when compared to the more active and dynamic settings of the equatorial and arc-49

tic/auroral regions. There are, of course, exceptions to this general statement, especially50

under geomagnetic storm conditions. These events erode the plasmasphere and initiate51

plume formation, leading to storm enhanced densities (SEDs) at mid-latitudes with tell-52

tale morphologies (Foster et al., 2002). This is related to a strong sub-auroral polariza-53

tion stream (SAPS), which also leads to the formation of a density trough. This trough54

results from an increase in the recombination rate in the F-region due to an enhance-55

ment in ion-neutral heating related to the strong SAPS electric field (Schunk et al., 1976).56

Generally, during geomagnetically active periods, such density troughs have been57

observed to move equatorward and to have a relatively sharp boundary on the equato-58

rial edge (Krankowski et al., 2009; Shinbori et al., 2018). The combination of these two59

factors implies that near this edge, the conditions could be ripe for the formation of ir-60

regularities that are unusually strong for mid-latitudes via, e.g., the gradient drift insta-61
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bility (GDI; Linson and Workman (1970)). Indeed, isolated incidences of intense microwave-62

frequency scintillations have been observed with specialized Global Positioning System63

(GPS) ground-based sensors at mid-latitudes near an equatorward-propagating trough64

following geomagnetic activity (Ledvina et al., 2002; Rodrigues et al., 2021).65

This manuscript adds to this growing body of work with similar analysis of data66

collected around the geomagnetic storm that occurred on 12 Oct. 2021. In this case, a67

unique new instrument, the Deployable Low-band Ionosphere and Transient Experiment68

(DLITE; Helmboldt et al. (2021)), was used to measure scintillations at a much lower69

frequency, 35 MHz, from New Mexico and Maryland. These measurements combined with70

GPS and digisonde data as well as spacecraft observations support the conclusion that71

a turbulent cascade was triggered by the GDI at the edge of the trough associated with72

this storm. This resulted in relatively intense irregularity activity impacting radio fre-73

quency systems from frequencies of a few MHz to 1.5 GHz. The data and analysis are74

described below in Sec. 2 with conclusions discussed in more detail in Sec. 3.75

2 Data and Analysis76

2.1 The Storm and Mid-latitude Features77

The storm that occurred on 12 Oct. 2021 was initiated by a coronal mass ejection,78

which impacted just before 02 UT. The impact actually initiated a double storm with79

minima in the Dst index at around 06 and 14 UT. These are evident in the upper panel80

of Fig. 1, which shows the Dst time series from 11 Oct. (day of the year, DOY= 284)81

through the end of 14 Oct. To illustrate the impact on mid-latitude electron density, ver-82

tical total electron content (TEC) maps were obtained at five-minute cadence from the83

Madrigal database. A keogram at a fixed longitude of −100◦ is shown in Fig. 1 with the84

colormap set to highlight the nighttime ionosphere when the trough is more prevalent/obvious.85

As the Dst index plummets, a narrow trough appears and moves continuously equator-86

ward during the night of 12 Oct. (DOY= 285). When the lower boundary moves be-87

low ∼40◦ latitude, the trough broadens significantly. During the recovery phase on the88

night of 13 Oct. (DOY= 286), the lower trough boundary has settled at ∼30◦ latitude89

and is quite sharp. By the night of 14 Oct., this clear edge has eroded substantially. Within90

the keogram, times of 03 and 06 UT are highlighted with green dashed lines and will be91

explored in more detail below.92

To search for evidence of GPS scintillations/irregularities, publicly available data93

from over 2,000 GPS receivers in the continental United States (CONUS) were obtain94

in receiver independent exchange (RINEX) format and processed to look for rapid vari-95

ations in TEC. These data were predominantly recorded at a cadence of 30 s. Conse-96

quently, they were used to compute the rate of TEC index (ROTI) by computing the97

difference in TEC between samples separated by 30 s for each satellite/receiver pair. Us-98

ing pierce point locations at an altitude of 300 km and an elevation limit of >30◦ to avoid99

multi-path effects, the measurements of ROTI2 were averaged within 0.5◦ × 0.5◦ × 1100

min. bins in latitude/longitude/UT. To make a keogram similar to the one created for101

vertical TEC, these were further averaged to a cadence of 5 min. and between longitudes102

of −105◦ and −95◦. The square root of the result is shown as a ROTI keogram in Fig.103

1. From this, one can see elevated ROTI at the boundary of the trough during the nights104

of 12 and 13 Oct.105

To demonstrate the impact of the trough and its equatorward movement between106

12 and 13 Oct. on electron density and not just TEC, we also show time series of the foF2107

parameter obtained from nine digisonde systems from throughout North America in the108

bottom panel of Fig. 1, color-coded by latitude. One can see that the lowest latitudes109

are not affected by the trough as they are too far south. The highest latitudes (up to110

∼45◦), however, show noticeably lower densities, especially during the night of 13 Oct.111
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Figure 1. Plots showing the 12 Oct. 2021 storm and its ionospheric impacts. Upper: Dst

index time series from 11-14 Oct. Middle: Keograms for vertical TEC and ROTI at a longitude

of −100◦; times of 03 and 06 UT that will be highlighted in subsequent figures are indicated with

vertical dashed green lines. Bottom: Time series of foF2 from nine North American digisonde

systems, color coded by latitude.
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Figure 2. Upper row: For 11–14 Oct. 2021, maps of vertical TEC at 03 UT with locations of

digisonde systems indicated with white points. Middle row: Maps of ROTI (one-hour bin) with

digisonde locations and DLITE pierce points toward Cyg A and Cas A highlighted. Bottom row:

Ionograms (O-mode only) from three example digisondes. The colormaps used correspond to the

colors of the circles used to indicate the digisondes’ locations in the middle row of panels.

At this time, multiple digisondes had foF2 at the minimum frequency used (∼2 MHz),112

implying the ionosphere all but disappeared to those radars.113

Fig. 2–3 show maps of vertical TEC and ROTI at example times of 03 and 06 UT114

on each date between 11 and 14 Oct. 2021. In this case, the measurements of ROTI2 were115

left at a resolution of 0.5◦ × 0.5◦ in latitude/longitude but were averaged within ±30116

minutes of the central time (i.e., 03 or 06 UT). The maps show the square root of the117

results. Within each panel, the locations of the North American digisonde systems with118

available data are shown with white points.119

On the ROTI maps, three example digisondes are highlighted in color: Alpena, Michi-120

gan (blue); Eglin Air Force Base, Florida (green); and Ramey Air Force Base, Puerto121

Rico (red). Ionograms (O-mode only) from these three systems are shown below the ROTI122

maps for each date/time. With the exception of some interference issues, the Ramey iono-123

grams show reasonably well defined, typical-looking traces. The Alpena ionogram shows124

some evidence of broadening at both 03 and 06 UT on 12 Oct. when the enhanced ROTI125

region was nearby and essentially disappears on the 13th, recovering somewhat on the126

14th. The Eglin ionograms appear relatively normal except on the 13th when there is a127

substantial amount of spread-F at both 03 and 06 UT and a significant decrease in den-128

sity at 06 UT. These incidences of spread-F occurred when the lower trough boundary129

moved over the region. Similar behavior was observed within the data for the digisonde130

in Austin, Texas, which was also at the trough edge on 13 Oct.131

Within the ROTI maps in Fig. 2–3, yellow points indicate 300 km altitude pierce132

points associated with the DLITE systems operating in New Mexico (at 34.07◦N, 107.63◦W)133

and Maryland (at 38.56◦N, 77.06◦W). Each DLITE system is an array of four inverted134

vee dipole antennas designed for the Long Wavelength Array (Hicks et al., 2012). These135
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Figure 3. The same as Fig. 2, but for 06 UT.

antennas are separated from one another by ∼200–450 m and used together as an in-136

terferometric telescope. They observe the entire sky in a 30–40 MHz band, using time137

and frequency difference of arrival (TDOA and FDOA, respectively) methods to resolve138

individual cosmic radio sources from one another. There are six such sources that are139

bright enough to be observed with a DLITE system from the Northern Hemisphere, 2–140

4 of which are visible at the same time. The brightest two of these by far are Cygnus141

A (Cyg A) and Cassiopeia A (Cas A), which are observable together for several hours142

per day are are consistently the best objects to use for scintillation studies at 35 MHz.143

The pierce points shown in Fig. 2–3 are for these two sources.144

As detailed by Helmboldt et al. (2021), the level of 35 MHz scintillations can be145

measured with each pair of antennas, or “baseline,” by using ∼1 hour of data to make146

a TDOA, FDOA image of the sky. With this amount of data, sources are well resolved147

from one another and easily identifiable given the known antenna locations. Scintilla-148

tions cause a plateau-like artifact to form in the FDOA direction only, associated with149

the scintillating source. The magnitude of this plateau relative to the peak observed in-150

tensity provides a means to measure the S4 index. Such measurements can also be con-151

verted to the CkL irregularity index, which is independent of frequency and observing152

geometry and is proportional to the integrated electron density variance within the ir-153

regularity region. The methods used to do this are described in detail by Helmboldt et154

al. (2021) and show good agreement with similar irregularity measurements made with155

a nearby dynasonde radar system (Helmboldt & Zabotin, 2022).156

Fig. 4 shows images of the peak intensity as a function of time and either TDOA157

or FDOA for the longest baseline of the New Mexico system, DLITE-NM, and the sys-158

tem near Pomonkey, Maryland, DLITE-POM, which are from TDOA, FDOA images gen-159

erated at a ∼20 min. cadence. For DLITE-NM, this is a ∼420-m east/west baseline, and160

for DLITE-POM, the baseline is ∼350-m north/south. One can see that prior to 13 Oct.161

(DOY= 286), the DLITE-POM data were quite noisy, which was due to interference from162

a faulty utility pole at the site (bad insulators). The array was shut down temporarily163
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Figure 4. Peak intensity as a function of time and (upper) TDOA and (lower) FDOA for the

longest baselines of DLITE-NM and DLITE-POM for 11–14 Oct. 2021.
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Figure 5. Using 1-s data from the longest baseline of DLITE-NM, the intensity as a function

of delay and fringe rate at (left) 02:54 and (right) 05:08 UT on 13 Oct. 2021. The locations of

Cyg A and Cas A are indicated with white circles. The white parabolas are the expected pat-

terns for stationary irregularities that appear to move eastward at Vlos due to the westward mo-

tion of the line of sight. The magenta curves are the prediction if an extra 7 m s−1 of eastward

drift is included.

on the 12th to implement mitigation strategies, which as one can see, greatly improved164

the data quality.165

Individual sources are readily differentiated in TDOA at all times within the DLITE-166

NM data and from the 13th onward within the DLITE-POM data. This is mostly true167

along the FDOA axis as well. There is, however, a period from ∼00–12 UT on the 13th168

where significant artifacts within the DLITE-NM data make source differentiation dif-169

ficult. They are still easily resolved in the TDOA direction, which is the telltale sign of170

scintillations (i.e., if this were from interference, both would be affected such as the 11–171

12 Oct. DLITE-POM data). The FDOA versus time images also show evidence of less172

severe but significant scintillations observed by both systems at ∼03–09 UT on the 14th.173

As the ROTI images show in Fig. 2–3, the DLITE-NM pierce point locations di-174

rectly overlapped with the elevated ROTI region at the edge of the trough on the 13th175

when the extreme 35 MHz scintillations were observed. In contrast, the DLITE-POM176

pierce points were located just to the north of this region and show no such evidence of177

elevated scintillations. This indicates that the relative narrowness of the elevated ROTI178

region is likely also true for the area afflicted with 35-MHz scintillations. Whether or not179

the spread-F region is similarly narrow is difficult to assess since the digisondes within180

the trough had virtually no usable signal, and the only system south of the trough edge181

was &10◦ from it in Puerto Rico.182

Given the relatively extreme nature of the scintillations observed by DLITE-NM183

on the 13th, there is additional information about the irregularities that can be gleaned184

from a more detailed examination of the shape of the FDOA artifact. As illustrated by185

Fallows et al. (2014) with similar data collected with part of the Low Frequency Array186
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(LOFAR) telescope in the arctic region, strong scintillations will cause parabolic arti-187

facts in the TDOA versus FDAO plane. The shapes of these depend on the projection188

of the observed irregularity velocity perpendicular to the line of sight, which includes the189

westward motion of the line of sight itself (i.e., even stationary irregularities will appear190

to move eastward). The DLITE TDOA, FDOA images are nominally made with data191

that have sampling intervals of 1 min., which is not high enough to facilitate such anal-192

ysis since the parabolic shape typically only manifests for |FDOA| & 0.05 Hz, i.e., well193

above the 1-min. Nyquist limit of 0.0083 Hz. The array, however, outputs correlated data,194

called “visibilities,” with a coherent integration time of 1 s, which are averaged to 1 min.195

after flagging for narrow-band and/or short duration instances of interference.196

To explore the data further, the 1-s visibilities were reprocessed to produce TDOA,197

FDOA images every ∼5 min. This is too short to resolve Cyg A and Cas A in FDOA,198

but during the extreme scintillations observed on 13 Oct., they were well resolved in TDOA199

from the point of view of the longest DLITE-NM baseline. Two example image at around200

03 and 05 UT that exhibit evidence of parabolic structures associated with both sources201

are shown in Fig. 5. The parabolas are patchy and lopsided, which is entirely consistent202

with what was observed with LOFAR by Fallows et al. (2014). The white curves show203

the expected parabolas if the irregularities are stationary and appear to move eastward204

because of the westward motion of the line of sight at Vlos. Only one half of each parabola205

is plotted to prevent the plot from being overly crowded. Vlos was calculated for an ir-206

regularity height of 300 km, which for Cyg A was 17 and 21 m s−1 at 03 and 05 UT, re-207

spectively. For Cas A, the values were 13 and 12 m s−1. The white curves provide a rea-208

sonably good fit to Cyg A at both times. For Cas A, however, an extra 7 m s−1 of east-209

ward motion is needed to reproduce what was observed, which is represented by magenta210

curves in Fig. 5. This could technically be the result of the assumed irregularity height211

of 300 km being too small. However, it would have to be increased to 475 km to fully212

account for the disparity, which is likely too high for the bulk of the irregularities.213

The differences in observed irregularity speed between the Cyg A and Cas A lines214

of sight are more likely to be the result of their different positions on the sky. At both215

times shown in Fig. 5, Cyg A was in the western part of the sky at azimuths (clockwise216

from north) of about −60◦; Cas A was in the north/northeast with azimuths ∼0◦–30◦.217

Both sources were at elevations of ∼60◦. Thus, if the irregularities were drifting east-218

ward at ∼7 m s−1, this would have less of an impact on the Cyg A observations, being219

closer to parallel to its line of sight. To be a bit more specific, the dot products of the220

horizontal components of the line of sight unit vectors for the two sources are near zero221

(−0.001 and 0.1 at 03 and 05 UT, respectively). This implies that a plausible scenario222

is one in which the irregularities were drifting at ∼7 m s−1 to the southeast at a bear-223

ing of ∼120◦ (i.e., anti-parallel to the Cyg A line of sight).224

2.2 The View from Space225

To obtain further insight into the nature of the 12–13 Oct. mid-latitude trough and226

the irregularities associated with it, data from the Swarm and Ionospheric Connection227

Explorer (ICON) satellites were analyzed. The Swarm constellation made multiple night-228

time passes over the North American region during 11–14 Oct. 2021 timeframe. The left229

columns of Fig. 6 show the electron density measured by each Swarm satellite’s Lang-230

muir probe as a function of latitude during one nighttime pass per day within this pe-231

riod. The median longitude and universal time for each pass is printed above the cor-232

responding panel. These measurements were made in the topside at altitudes of ∼450–233

500 km.234

These plots show a similar pattern as suggested by the TEC and bottom-side data235

shown in Fig. 1. Specifically, a trough appears just below 50◦ latitude on the 12th and236

moves equatorward on the 13th where it has a very sharp boundary near 30◦ latitude,237
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Figure 6. Left column: From 11–14 Oct. 2021, electron densities measured with the SWARM

satellites at altitudes of ∼450–500 km during nighttime passes over North America. Right col-

umn: The spatial derivative along the path of the satellite of lnNe (i.e., the reciprocal of the

density gradient scale length) for each pass shown in the corresponding panel on the left.
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which all but disappears by the 14th. The spatial derivative of lnNe along each satel-238

lite’s poleward path is shown in the panels on the right, which is the reciprocal of the239

density scale length in that direction. One can see that this reaches a minimum near the240

southern boundary of the trough on the 13th with a value of ∼0.05–0.1 km−1 in the equa-241

torward direction, or a scale length of ∼10–20 km.242

To specifically examine structures on smaller scales, a portion of the Swarm Ne was243

examined close to the steep drop-off near the trough boundary on the 13th. This is shown244

in the upper panel of Fig. 7, which shows Ne as a function of latitude again for the three245

Swarm satellites, but zoomed in near the edge of the trough. A Fourier transform was246

performed for each satellite in the region 32◦–34.5◦ latitude, which is highlighted in color247

in the upper panel of Fig. 7. The resulting power spectra are plotted in the lower panel248

and are reasonably well fit by nearly a single power law over ∼1.5 decades in spatial fre-249

quency/wavelength. The black curve shows the case for a Kolmogorov-like turbulent spec-250

trum with an outer scale of 200 km, which matches the spectra quite well.251

As suggested in Sec. 1, the extreme density gradient near the edge of the trough252

suggests that a mechanism such as the GDI could be driving irregularity formation. For253

this to be the case, the ion velocity relative to that of the neutral gas must be in the di-254

rection of the density gradient, which is predominantly southward in this case. Math-255

ematically, this can be expressed in the form of an approximate one-dimensional GDI256

growth rate γ0 = VL/L, where VL is the projection of the ion velocity relative to the257

neutral velocity in the direction of the Ne gradient and L is the Ne scale length in that258

direction (Sojka et al., 1998). Thus, the growth rate is large if L is small and/or VL is259

large. The Swarm Langmuir probe data imply that on the 13th, L ' 10–20 km, which260

is relatively small.261

In this case, the quantity VL can be large due to high southward ion drifts and/or262

strong northward neutral winds. To explore these possibilities, data from the ICON satel-263

lite’s Ion Velocity Meter (IVM) and Michelson Interferometer for Global High-resolution264

Thermospheric Imaging (MIGHTI) were obtained. During the night of the 13th, the clos-265

est IVM F-region ion drift measurements to North America were near 25◦N, 150◦W at266

an altitude of ∼580 km. These showed drifts of ∼30 m s−1 toward the southwest (bear-267

ing of around −165◦), which is not particularly large but is in the right direction for the268

GDI. The DLITE data presented in Sec. 2.1 implied drifts over New Mexico of ∼7 m s−1
269

and likely toward the southeast, which are also in the right approximate direction but270

even smaller.271

In contrast to the regional ion drifts, the F-region neutral winds measured by MIGHTI272

were relatively large, ∼100-200 m s−1, and northward. This is shown in Fig. 8 where wind273

vectors from nighttime passes of ICON over the region are plotted for an altitude of 301274

km (red arrows) with ROTI maps computed using the entire approximate nighttime in-275

terval of 00–12 UT for 11-14 Oct. 2021. One can see that the winds point almost directly276

perpendicular to the elevated ROTI regions at the trough edge on 12 and 13 Oct. and277

in the opposite direction of the Ne gradient (i.e., roughly northward). This puts VL at278

around 150 m s−1, which, when combined with the Swarm data, implies γ0 ≈ 0.01 s−1
279

or a time scale of ∼100 s.280

The Ne power spectrum shown in Fig. 7 is consistent with the spectrum of a tur-281

bulent cascade that could be driven by the GDI. With a unique combination of GPS and282

DLITE data, we can test how well this turbulent approximation explains the irregular-283

ities observed by these sensors. As described by Helmboldt et al. (2021), DLITE scin-284

tillation measurements are converted to measurements of the CkL index assuming a Kol-285

mogov spectrum. This is essentially an extrapolation from the 35-MHz Fresnel scale that286

dominates DLITE-observed scintillations to a scale of 1 km at which CkL acts as a nor-287

malization factor for the full fluctuation spectrum. At a distance of a few hundred km,288

this Fresnel scale is ∼2 km, and so this is not a particularly extreme extrapolation.289
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Figure 7. Upper: The electron density time series from the SWARM satellites on 13 Oct.

2021 shown in the left panels of Fig. 6, but with the region of the steep density gradient high-

lighted. Lower: The fluctuation spectra of the highlighted regions in the upper panel. The black

curve is a fit of a power law with a Kolmogorov-like slope and an outer scale of 200 km.
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Figure 8. Neutral winds (red vectors) at a height of 301 km from the MIGHTI instrument

onboard the ICON satellite from 11–14 Oct. 2021 with maps of ROTI averaged over the full

00–12 UT range.
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Figure 9. For 12–14 Oct. 2021, a time series of ROTI2 averaged within the region 34◦< Lat.<

37◦ and −110◦ < Lon. < −105◦ at a resolution of one minute (black curve) meant to overlap

with the region covered by the DLITE-NM pierce points toward Cyg A and Cas A. A median

noise floor value of 4 × 10−4 TECU2 min.−2 has been subtracted. Values for CkL derived from

the DLITE-NM data are plotted in red and blue for Cyg A and Cas A, respectively, which follow

the ordinate on the right. The two ordinates match for the median estimated conversion factor

between ROTI2 in units of TECU2 min.−2 and CkL of 5.4 × 1034. The maximum CkL for Cyg A,

which is outside the plot window, is 1 × 1034.

In contrast, ROTI is sensitive to the integrated impact of the entire irregularity spec-290

trum up to the largest scales measurable with the data. As Carrano et al. (2019) showed,291

ROTI can be converted to CkL and vice versa but again, a power law spectrum was as-292

sumed. An examination of the geometry of the CONUS GPS observations used to make293

the ROTI maps combined with the conversion given by Carrano et al. (2019) and an as-294

sumed Kolmogorov-like spectral index gives a median conversion factor from from ROTI2295

in units of TECU2 min.−2 to CkL of 5.4×1034. In Fig. 9, a time series of ROTI2 at one-296

minute resolution within the region between 34◦ and 37◦ latitude and −110◦ and −105◦297

longitude is plotted. This region was chosen to encompass the area traversed by the pierce298

points of the lines of sight from DLITE-NM toward Cyg A and Cas A for elevations >20◦.299

A median noise floor of 4×10−4 TECU2 min.−2 was subtracted to approximately cor-300

rect for noise biasing.301

For comparison, time series of CkL calculated with DLITE-NM scintillation data302

for Cyg A (red) and Cas A (blue) are also plotted and follow a separate ordinate to the303

right. The two ordinates are scaled such that the curves will match for the median con-304

version factor given above. Values of CkL for a third source, Virgo A (Vir A), are also305

plotted (in purple) to provide 24 hours of coverage per day. While Vir A is several times306

fainter than Cyg A or Cas A, it is still bright enough to typically exhibit scintillations307

significantly above the system noise (Helmboldt et al., 2021), and it is visible at times308

when the other two are not. One can see that while there is not a one-to-one correspon-309

dence between ROTI2 and DLITE-derived CkL, elevated ROTI often coincides with larger310

CkL values, especially during the active periods on 13 and 14 Oct.311

Additionally, there are significant differences between the values for Cyg A and Cas312

A, which typically differ by a factor of ∼2 (Helmboldt et al., 2021), but are as much as313

100 times different in this case (the maximum CkL for Cyg A was 1×1034 and is out-314
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side the plot window of Fig. 9). This indicates a relatively patchy distribution of irreg-315

ularities that likely drives down ROTI2, which is averaged over a significant area. This316

patchiness also likely contributes to the temporal variability of ROTI2, which shows mul-317

tiple peaks on 13 Oct. that are spaced by ∼1 hour from one another. Based on DLITE318

and IVM data, the irregularities were drifting at ∼7–30 m s−1, implying that the 1-hour319

quasi-periodic ROTI structure could be from patches spaced by ∼25–110 km. The some-320

times substantial differences between Cyg A and Cas A are consistent with this given321

that their pierce points were separated by ∼220 km.322

3 Conclusions323

The combination of ground- and space-based data presented here paint a relatively324

clear picture of irregularity formation along the edge of a storm-induced mid-latitude trough325

over North America in Oct. 2021. The trough begins to appear at high latitudes on the326

11th as the Dst index begins to decrease. At the onset of the storm on the 12th when Dst327

reaches a minimum, the trough begins to move equatorward and the impact of irregu-328

larities at the edge of the trough become apparent within GPS data as increased ROTI.329

By the 13th, the edge of the trough had become very sharply defined and descended down330

to ∼30◦ latitude. There, irregularities within a relatively narrow strip (∼5◦ wide) along331

the boundary caused inflated ROTI, strong 35 MHz scintillations observed from New Mex-332

ico, and spread-F within the ionograms from multiple digisonde stations. While the elec-333

tron density and TEC remained relatively depleted on the 14th, the sharp equatorward334

edge and its associated irregularities were gone by this time.335

Spaced-based measurements of F-region Ne and neutral winds revealed that near336

the trough edge, conditions for the GDI were optimal with an e-folding growth time of337

about 100 s. The power spectrum of Ne fluctuations near the boundary region was con-338

sistent with a turbulent cascade with an outer scale of about 200 km. Comparisons of339

ROTI measurements near New Mexico with CkL values derived from 35 MHz scintil-340

lations were also roughly consistent with the assumption of a Kolmogorov-like spectrum,341

albeit with a relatively patchy spatial distribution of irregularities. The detailed struc-342

ture of scintillation-induced artifacts within 35 MHz images of cosmic radio sources from343

New Mexico on the 13th also revealed that the irregularities were moving relatively slowly,344

∼7 m s−1, likely in the southeast direction. During this time, the trough edge remained345

relatively stable for several hours, and it appears the irregularities that formed there did346

not stray far over that time.347

While limited conclusions can be drawn from a single case study, these result can348

provide motivation for follow-up investigations of the role the GDI plays in irregularity349

formation near mid-latitude troughs. This hypothesis is highly testable as one would only350

expect irregularities to form near a well-defined edge if the neutral winds and/or ion drifts351

were strong and pointed in the optimal direction(s). This is particularly relevant to fore-352

casting of strong mid-latitude irregularities that are much smaller than the typical grid353

size of global or even regional ionospheric models. If the GDI is a primary driver and354

if such models can accurately predict trough formation and evolution, then the GDI growth355

rate can be calculated from simulated data and an irregularity probability may be es-356

timated. For instance, Huba and Liu (2020) used a combination of space-based data and357

high-resolution simulations to show that the in the equatorial region, the generalized Rayleigh-358

Taylor instability growth rate was a good indicator of the likelihood of plasma bubble359

formation. However, achieving something similar with trough-driven irregularities at mid-360

latitudes would require a foundation of empirical data to quantify the likelihood of ir-361

regularity formation for a given GDI growth rate. Hence, such follow-up statistical stud-362

ies may be of great interest.363

Independent of any future follow-on work, this study stands as a unique look into364

a relatively well-known phenomenon. By combining several different remote sensing and365
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in situ measurements surrounding the 12 Oct. 2021 geomagnetic storm, the mid-latitude366

trough was shown to be an effective engine for the formation of irregularities that wreak367

havoc on radio frequency systems from frequencies of a few MHz to 1.5 GHz.368
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